
Britain said Monday it had reluctantly
agreed to take Ukraine’s place as
hosts of next year’s Eurovision song

contest after organizers said there was no
prospect of the event going ahead in the
war-torn country. The BBC will instead
produce what it called the world’s “largest
and most complex music competition”,
and will now start choosing a host city in
the UK in collaboration with the European
Broadcasting Union (EBU).

Ukraine won this year’s contest, held
in Italy, ahead of Britain’s entry in second
place. It had insisted it could host next
year’s despite the Russian invasion. But

the EBU ruled that out, and Ukrainian
broadcaster UA:PBC acquiesced to a
UK-hosted event infused with “Ukrainian
spirit”.

“The 2023 Eurovision Song Contest will
not be in Ukraine but in support of
Ukraine,” UA:PBC chief Mykola
Chernotytskyi said in a joint statement with
the EBU and BBC. “We are grateful to our
BBC partners for showing solidarity with
us,” he said.

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson’s
spokesman said it was his “strong wish”
for Ukraine to host the 2023 edition and
found it “deeply regrettable” that was no

longer possible. Culture Secretary Nadine
Dorries said the BBC had stepped in at
the request of the EBU “and the Ukrainian
authorities” led by President Volodymyr
Zelensky.

“I’m just sorry that due to Russia’s con-
tinued acts of bloodshed it has not been
possible to host the event in Ukraine,
where it should be,” she said. “As hosts,
the UK will honor the competition’s spirit
and diversity, and most importantly, ensure
it reflects Ukraine’s recent Eurovision vic-
tory and Ukrainian creativity.” — AFP 

Made from recycled military truck or
aircraft tyres, Vietnam’s hand-
made rubber sandals, the famous-

ly rugged footwear of the Viet Cong, have
travelled vast distances over the decades.
In the bustling capital Hanoi, all kinds of
shoes are on sale: from $1,000 Gucci
heels to $2 plastic slippers. But for those
seeking a nod to yesteryear, the hard-
soled rubber sandals-evocative of the
communist state’s resourcefulness under
fire-are available at markets and small
stores alike.

Uncle Ho’s sandals 
Dao Van Quang paid $8 for a standard

pair at a shop outside a Hanoi museum
devoted to the country’s revolutionary
leader-and dedicated rubber sandal wear-
er-Ho Chi Minh. “I wore rubber sandals
when I was at school, in the 1980s,” the
47-year-old from central Quang Nam
province told AFP. “They are of historical
value, easy to wear and look nice.” At the
museum, the well-worn pair belonging to
the former North Vietnam president
known affectionately as “Uncle Ho” are
displayed in a glass box with his Chinese-
style uniform.

Ho’s sandals have even been lauded
in national songs praising his simple
lifestyle. “These sandals helped Uncle
travel a long way, and with them, he over-
came difficulties to build the country,” the
lyrics of one song say. The Vietnamese
first began making rubber sandals in the
late 1940s, during the First Indochina War
against the French, using tyres from an
ambushed army truck.

They found the sandals were cheap to
make and survived well in wet, muddy
and hilly conditions, as soldiers marched
through thick jungle. Later, during the

Vietnam War, the simple but sturdy
footwear became a symbol of the commu-
nist Viet Cong forces’ ingenuity in their
fight against the United States’ military
might. Even in peacetime, the design
remains popular for sustainability rea-
sons, said Nguyen Duc Truong, who has
spent his life crafting the shoes. “I think
there is still much potential for rubber san-
dals,” the 58-year-old said.

Rising popularity 
Vietnam is one of the world’s top four

countries for shoe manufacturing and its
factories produce pairs for major brands
such as Nike and Adidas. The footwear
export industry generated nearly $12 bil-
lion in the first half of this year, according
to government figures.

While the humble rubber sandal does
not quite generate the same revenue, it is

high on heritage value and its popularity
as a casual shoe is rising. Vua Dep Lop,
which started as a small business and
became Vietnam’s rubber sandal leader,
sells the footwear for around $10 a pair.

At its workshop in Hanoi, shoemakers
use sharp knives and chisels to craft the
sandals from huge tyres that are almost
the same height as the workers. While
the traditional black models are best-
sellers, a colourful modern twist is helping
the sandal appeal to a younger demo-
graphic. Nguyen Tien Cuong took over
the business from his father-in-law in
2011, and has sold more than half a mil-
lion pairs of rubber sandals since then.
“We tried to make them softer and more
fashionable. After changing the style and
format, we started having more cus-
tomers,” he said. — AFP 
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Members of Ukraine’s band “Kalush Orchestra”, Oleh Psiuk, Tymofii Muzychuk, Ihor
Didenchuk, Vitalii Duzhyk, Oleksandr Slobodianyk and Vlad Kurochka arrive for the opening
ceremony of the Eurovision Song contest 2022 at the Palalpitour venue in Turin. — AFP 

This photo shows Nguyen Duc Truong hand making rub-
ber sandals at a shop in Hanoi.

This photo shows worker cutting apart a rubber truck tyre outside a workshop in Hanoi. Photo shows Nguyen Tien Cuong pushing a truck tyre outside a workshop in Hanoi,
before it is transformed into rubber tyres. — AFP photos

This photo shows workers making rubber sandals at a shop in Hanoi.
This photo shows workers overturning a truck tyre outside a workshop in Hanoi, before it is
transformed into rubber sandals. 

This photo shows a client trying on
rubber sandals at a shop in Hanoi. 

This photo shows workers cutting apart a rub-
ber truck tyre outside a workshop in Hanoi.

This photo shows Nguyen Tien Cuong posing
with his company’s rubber sandals at a
showroom in Hanoi.

This photo shows Nguyen Duc Truong mak-
ing rubber sandals at a shop in Hanoi.

This photo shows  former president Ho Chi
Minh’s rubber sandals inside the Ho Chi Minh
museum in Hanoi.

This photo shows a staff member checking
rubber sandals at a shop in Hanoi.


